Freehand real-time MRI-guided lumbar spinal injection procedures at 1.5 T: feasibility, accuracy, and safety.
The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that freehand real-time MRI-guided lumbar spinal injection procedures are feasible, accurate, and safe when performed with a clinical open-bore 1.5-T MRI system. A retrospective analysis was made of spinal injection procedures performed over an 18-month period. Forty-nine procedures were performed on 37 patients (23 women, 14 men; mean age, 36 years; range, 18-48 years). A rapid FLASH 2D MRI sequence (TR/TE, 9.3/3.5; slice thickness, 5 mm; acquisition time, 1 second) was used for real-time needle placement with freehand technique. Data assessed were type of procedure, qualitative and quantitative image quality, dimensions of needle artifact, rate of successful drug delivery, rate of vascular uptake, time requirements, and occurrence of complications. Among the 49 procedures, 22 (45%) were nerve root injections, 18 (37%) were facet joint injections, and nine (18%) were epidural injections. The quality of real-time FLASH 2D MR images was sufficient in all cases. Contrast-to-noise ratios were sufficiently high for good delineation of relevant structures. The needle artifact made was remarkably constant with an average overestimation of length of 1.0 +/- 0.2 [SD] mm. Drug delivery was successful in all selective nerve root injections and epidural injections. The rate of successful drug delivery was 89% (16 of 18) for facet joint injections. No complete intravascular injections occurred. The mean table time was 36 minutes (range, 23-75 minutes). The mean real-time MRI time was 38 seconds (range, 12-185 seconds). No major complications occurred. We accept the hypothesis that freehand real-time MRI-guided lumbar spinal injection procedures are feasible, accurate, and safe when performed with a clinical open-bore 1.5-T MRI system. We note that real-time MRI guidance has the additional advantage of a complete absence of patient and operator exposure to ionizing radiation.